The Killer Planets
Interstellar planetary mass object
The killer planets are called of an interstellar (galactic)
planets, after visiting into any star planetary system
The new English cosmogeological words:
1. KILLER PLANET- Galaxy’s planet-visitor within the planetary systems of a star.
2. TITANIC- 5-th collapsed planet of the solar planetary system.
3. TITANIC BELT- Asteroid belt between orbits of the Mars and Jupiter
4. IMPACTRACK- track of asteroid, meteorite or micrometeorite impact
5. CIS - Chemical ice shell of condensed gaseous admixtures formed by volcanoes and geysers
or after explosion of space-bodies and are sediment on the planetary rings and moons. Ice
shell consist of water mainly.
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Several computer simulations of stellar and planetary system formation have suggested that
some objects of planetary mass would be ejected into interstellar space. Some scientists have
argued that such objects found roaming in deep space should be classed as "planets".
However, many others argue that only planemos that directly orbit stars should qualify as
planets, preferring to use the terms "planetary body", "planetary mass object" or "planemo"
for similar free-floating objects (as well as planetary-sized moons).
There was wary dangerous period billions of years ago for the solar system, because there
were collapsed three spacebodies in the solar system;

1. 5-th planet "Titanic". (Only its moon Cares was survived), By remnants of the
catastrophe has created asteroid belt between the Mars and Jupiter.
2. Moon of Saturn. (catastrophe has created beautiful rings, with small debris of
destroyed geo-spheres around)
3. Moon of Neptune. By the Remains of the catastrophe has created asteroid belt
"Kuiper".
The Late Heavy Bombardment (commonly referred to as the lunar cataclysm, or LHB) is a
period of time approximately 3800 to 4100 million years ago (mya) during which a large
number of impact craters are believed to have formed on the Moon, and by inference on
Earth,
Mercury,
Venus,
and
Mars
as
well.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Late_Heavy_BombardmentThe evidence for this event comes
primarily from the dating of lunar samples, which indicates that most impact melt rocks
formed in this very narrow interval of time. While many hypotheses have been put forth to
explain a "spike" in the flux of either asteroidal or cometary materials to the inner solar
system, no consensus yet exists as to its cause. One popular theory postulates that the gas
giant planets migrated in orbit at this time, causing objects in either the asteroid belt or
Kuiper belt to be put onto eccentric orbits that reached the terrestrial planets. Nevertheless,
some argue that
the lunar sample data do not require a cataclysmic cratering event near 3900 Mya, and that
the apparent clustering of impact melt ages near this time is an artifact of sampling material
affected by a single large impact basin.
Exploration of the Moon have proved that, from 3800 to 4100 million years ago (mya) was
wary dangerous period for our planetary system. Our galaxy was very young. Into interstellar
spatia were traveling a lot of Interstellar planetary mass object of any size, by this time.
Planetary systems of all stars were under intensive bombardment and the “bombs” were
wandering within the plane. Probable visit of an Interstellar planetary mass objects
(“interstellar bombs”) into planetary systems of any star was Probable often. Tracks on the
Moon have proved that, a lot of huge asteroid, meteorite and micrometeorite were flying
around by this time. 3 catastrophes could form enormous amount asteroids, meteorites, and
micrometeorite. Many of them were gravitated by the Sun and its planets. Very small amount
of them are flying still around as an asteroids and a comets. 3 space-bodies were exploded by
strange visitors (killer planets). There are a lot of asteroid and meteorite impact on the solar
planetary system during evolution. All of them could not create EBgeo-transfer. All
impactracks on the planets, around natural-moons or asteroid-moons are evidences of the
catastrophes within solar planetary system.
Each of stars could capture a visitor. Killer planets could perturb gravitational order of
any planetary system in the galaxy. These planets were born together with the stars, but they
don’t get in the gravitation area of those stars. They are moving independently around the
galaxy and sometimes could get into any planetary system in the galaxy.
5-th planet explosion was important catastrophe. Now we can calculate approximately
orbiting period around the Sun.
F5=r5 m5/T52
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T52=217286293.86 x 10?
T5=147406341 sec.

Decoded data of 5-th exploded planet:
1. Orbiting time: T5 4.6742 year.
2. Orbital radii:

R5  2.8 REarth.

3. Explosion time: t  4100 (mya)
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This is simply sensational!!! I A P E T U S was
under influence thermal wave streams and
chemical snowing simultaneously.

Iapetus:

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap071010.html

We can see excellent image in the link of APOD: http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap071010.html
huge gaseous shell around Saturn was formed by exploded space-bodies. The giant was
surrounded by fiery gaseous streams for a long time. Leading side of the Iapetus becomes
warm temporary. The gaseous huge shell masses were cooling and partially were sediment
on the warm side of the moon during post event time. For a long time there was chemical
raining and snowing on the leading side, mainly. Debris in the rings, Asteroid-moons and
natural moons were coated by Chemical Ice Shell (CIS). On the Iapetus CIS was melted in the
centre of craters in the chemical lakes on the leading side. The hills and craters of leading
side were coated partially by chemical snowing too. Simultaneously melting and coating
processes are very interesting discovery.
EVIDENCES

1. Two-faced moon always is evidence something: Independent evolution within the galaxy
plane or catastrophe near to the orbit.
2. Moon without impact-tracks always is evidence of independent evolution within galaxy
plane.
3. Asteroid belts, irregular asteroid-moons, rings; impact-tracks always are evidences
of catastrophes. Reason all of them are exploded space-bodies (planets, killer planets or its
natural moons). They could create: planetary dust, a lot of small fragments of exploded geospheres (meteorites and micrometeorites), and very many big debris of the destroyed geospheres (asteroids, comets).
4. Round-shaped asteroids, meteorites, always are evidences of catastrophes. After
catastrophe of space-bodies destroyed geo-spheres big debris and small fragments are free
from huge pressure of other geo-spheres. They have huge temperature by this time and in the
free conditions, they are melting temporarily. After hardening they are formed as the Roundshaped asteroids and meteorites.
5.
Polyhedral solid asteroids and meteorites are result of destruction round-shaped
asteroids and meteorites or they are upper layers of destroyed space-bodies.
6. High density of the asteroids is very interesting evidence, that they are part of destroyed
G metal nucleus.
7.

Huge ring around another stars is evidence of destroy almost all its planetary system.

8. Starburst nucleuses of other spiral galaxy are star-forming evidence. There are forming a
lot of new stars and its planetary systems as well as future killer planets.
Additional data is in the Book: "The True story about recycling, renewing and evolution
processes in the universe which has no origin and margins"!!!
THE SENSATIONAL BOOK
http://www.cosmogeology.ge/BOOK%20BY%20AUTHOR.htm

